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fail to notice the signs of effervescence on the part of the young man, was amused by it; "but he insisted upon reminding him that he was not to be played with.
" It's not a question of taking it quite literally ; but some of us think that it more or less corresponds with the facts."
" You don't, in any case, Monsieur Sampeyre." " " Why not ? "
" I remember what you said last Wednesday."
" I may have changed my mind since last Wednesday."
Laulerque looked around the circle of faces again as though he were questioning them. Then he turned back to Sampeyre.
cc If I weren't afraid of hurting somebody here - Fm not trying to guess whom — I know very well what I should say."
"Say it!   Say it!"
"... That this statement, in its essential part, is a glaring asininity."
Laulerque's voice had suddenly tripled in intensity. The whole group burst out laughing, even Louise Argellati, whose laugh, more volatile than her voice, and older, too, perhaps, seemed to have the silvery shade of her hair ; even Mme Legraverend, usually so reserved. Everybody except Clanricard.
cc.. . But that the authors of this asininity have the excuse that they do not believe it themselves for a moment,"
** Don't you think that the Great Powers are really trying to localise the conflict ? "
" They may be."
** Not out of idealism, of course, or from horror of war, but because they are not ready, because the opportunity presents itself at the wrong time,.. ? "
" I'll concede you all that. I'll grant you even mots; that they may perhaps succeed in preventing the conflict. But if war is declared, I simply defy them to localise it. To begin with, as soon as Bulgaria attacks Turkey, the Serbs will not be able to resist the temptation to fall upon Bosnia-Herzegovina. You've seen the same dispatches from

